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The popularity of gaming console has reached the zenith. With better versions and enhanced
features, more and more people are getting hooked to the habit of playing. The market is inundated
with gaming cards. There have been many cards and their several versions but the R4i card is in a
different league altogether. In terms of usage and performance, this card seems to be the best. But
this is not the end to its fantastic features. In the next few lines, we will enumerate the features of an
R4i card.

The first and the foremost of all the features is the fact that it supports diverse applications. So you
see it is not only games that you can play but can also download movies, songs and even read e-
books.

The micro SD card which is an imperative part of R4i card is something which has a huge capacity.
This is apart from the fact that it can support a plethora of functions. You can use them with ease
with touch sensitive buttons as well.

The soft reset feature and the DLDI auto patching feature are something which are unique to the
R4i cards and are extremely popular with gaming lovers.

The micro SD cards in these R4i cards have the largest capacity in terms of storage. Therefore,
they can store a lot of items in it. Unlike the previous versions where the memory was limited and
the capacities too were quite less, the R4i card offers an amazing memory capacity.

The best way to buy these cards is to purchase them from an online shop as it comes with a trial
period which is unavailable at physical shops and outlets.

Another small yet imperative aspect of the card is that using it and operating it is very easy. The
services of an expert are not at all required and even children can do so.

There is no dearth in the market when it comes to gaming cards but the best is of course the entire
genre of R4i cards. The R4i card as we have read in the above mentioned lines comes with a
plethora of benefits which make it extremely user-friendly and easy to work with. In short, it is a
pleasure to work with them as it changes the entire experience of gaming. In the world of myriad
game related cards, the abilities of R4i card has made itself the top contenders for the coveted title
of being the best in the genre.
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